
Blandford Forum History Benches & Canopy                             Client: Blandford Town Council
History benches to celebrate Blandford Forum’s rich heritage from Roman and Anglo-Saxon 
times to the re-building of the town in Georgian times to the present day. Circling the Square 
also delivered as part of the same scheme the fabric architecture canopy, ground surfaces for 
the seat area and access path as well as the bespoke benches.



Newspaper Fans Colindale Park, Barnet, London          Client: LB of Barnet
Two entrance markers for the regenerated Colindale Park. The concept for these 6.5m tall fans originated from opening or folding out of newspapers and magazines 
at the former British Library Newspaper Library once located on this site in Colindale.



Reading Room Benches Colindale Park, Barnet, London          Client: LB of Barnet
Concrete block seating received backrests that create a colourful, high visible and fun learning area for local people and visitors, both children and adults. The text 
artwork uses the opening lines or key sentences from books providing interesting and inspiring statements that encourage people to search out the books to read.



Stotfold Human Sundial & Compass Rose 
Client: South Bedfordshire Council
Granite carved blocks and mosaics for the creation of 
communal zones that work as a human (Analemmatic) 
sundial & compass rose. Working closely with local 
people of developing the designs plus involving local 
schools in the making of the mosaic features.



Angmering Public Art          Client: Artswork, Arun District Council 
& Angmering Parish Council
Circling the Square enabling project, working with pupils of 
Angmering School to facilitate their design of this distinctive 
piece of public art for outside Angmering Community Centre.



Halstead Screens, Essex                     Client: Bloor Homes East
Entrance screens that celebrate Halstead’s rural past and the town’s historical association with Courtaulds, showing imagery of a power loom with female workers 
along with the distinctive textile designs. A key objective was to create public art that will provide existing residents and visitors a better understanding of the cultural 
heritage of the local area, adding value to the environment and encourage user to explore Halstead.



Swavesey Tree Grille                     Client: Bloor Homes East
Decorative tree grille celebrates the biodiversity found in the environment of a new housing development in Essex whilst providing an attractive entrance feature.



Russian Arctic Convoy Trail                       Client: RACP
Interpretation features for the Russian Arctic Convoy Trail around Loch Ewe on the West Coast of Scotland that acknowledge its important role during World War Two. 



Rowhedge Wharf Watchtower, Rowhedge, Colchester, Essex                Client: Bloor Homes East
A bespoke watchtower for the Rowhedge Wharf housing development that overlooks the River Colne in Essex.
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